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INTRODUCTION
THE EMPIRICAL FORCE of the intertemporal capital asset pricing model (I-CAPM) lies in the restrictions it places across the time paths of consumption and asset returns. In stationary environments, the statistical properties of the time paths are completely characterized by their law of motion, which is the one-step ahead joint probability density of consumption and asset returns. The restrictions, in essence, dictate that the series must co-vary in such a way that the product of a suitably defined marginal rate of substitution of consumption and each asset return has conditional mean equal to unity. Restrictions of this form are conditional moment restrictions that constrain the conditional means of nonlinear functions of the data. Equilibrium asset pricing relations leading to such conditional moment restrictions have been deduced in various contexts by Lucas (1978) , Breeden (1979) , Singleton (1982, 1983) , and many others. A variety of tests of the restrictions under different auxiliary assumptions about the law of motion or the functional form of the marginal rate of substitution have been reported in the literature. Generally speaking, the tests come out the way models, can confine attention to these two sections. Section 4 goes on to develop the conditional moment restrictions from the intertemporal asset pricing model and also presents the numerical methods used for estimation subject to the constraints. Section 5 reports the findings from the constrained estimation. Section 6 contains the concluding remarks, which are mainly an overall summary of our empirical results.
SEMINONPARAMETRIC MODELS: THEORY
The prefix semi means half and the term seminonparametric (SNP), coined in Elbadawi, Gallant, and Souza (1983) , is intended to convey the notion that SNP procedures are halfway between parametric and nonparametric inference procedures. The method consists of applying classical parametric estimation and inference procedures to models derived from truncated series expansions. Because one states precisely what one will do when specification error is detected, namely increase the truncation point, one can prove that these procedures have nonparametric properties. Nothing is lost, however, if the results are viewed as classical finite-dimensional inferences that have been subjected to a sensitivity analysis. We prefer to regard the empirical results as nonparametric but the reader is at liberty to regard them as parametric.
We obtain our method by applying the results of Gallant and Nychka (1987) . To do so, the problem must be structured so that the likelihood is a functional defined over a space of positive valued functions whose domain is a finite dimensional Euclidean space. Denote the space by XY This likelihood has the appropriate form: it is a functional in h and h has a finite number of arguments.
Next, following Gallant and Nychka, h is approximated by a truncated Hermite expansion. The truncated expansion is the SNP model. It replaces h in the likelihood and its parameters are estimated by maximizing the likelihood. Subject to regularity conditions that we will discuss below, the conditional density h(ylx) that corresponds to h in XY is estimated consistently provided the truncation points grows (either adaptively or deterministically) with the sample size.
To follow this recipe exactly, one must set forth the Hermite expansion of h and apply various algebraic simplifications to put it in a tractable form. Doing so will produce the SNP model that we use but will not provide an understanding of what sorts of processes it can approximate well. Instead, we shall present an intuitive derivation of the SNP model that does contribute to understanding.
Observe that in most applications, notably prediction of yt given the past, it is enough to know the conditional density h(ytIx_-1) and knowledge of the joint density h(yt, xt-1) is not required. This includes determination of the conditional density by the method of maximum likelihood because the maximum likelihood estimate is obtained by minimizing The shape characteristics of f(z) will determine the distribution of yt given xt. For instance, if f(z) were taken as the standard (multivariate) Gaussian density, denoted hereafter as either T (z) or nM(z; 0, I), the result would be a Gaussian, vector autoregression (VAR). How can f(z) be chosen without imposing a potentially erroneous a priori shape on the fit? One needs a good general purpose density that can accommodate any shape, especially the Gaussian as it is most likely a priori.
Using a Hermite polynomial as a general approximation to a density function is a long established tradition in statistics; examples are Gram-Charlier and Edgeworth expansions. The form of a Hermite expansion is a polynomial in z times the standard Gaussian density. This is its major strength; the leading term of the expansion is Gaussian; higher order terms accommodate deviations from Gaussianity, if any. To insure positivity we shall square the polynomial part, and to insure that the density integrates to one we shall divide by the integral over The two data sets differ little in the overlapping years; the main discrepancy is due to a reversion of the monthly population series to reflect new information from the 1980 census. The per capita consumption series was converted to a consumption growth series by dividing each observation by its predecessor; this reduces series length by one. In addition, the first four initial values were not used in any fits, save those to produce Table I , to insure comparability of likelihoods having differing lag lengths. Fits using the 1959-1978 data set are based on 235 observations and fits using the 1959-1984 data set on 307 observations. The three series, consumption growth, stock returns, and bill returns are denoted as CG, SR, and BR respectively in the text, figures, and tables; natural logarithms of each are denoted as LCG, LSR, and LBR.
Fitting VAR specifications to the series yt = (LBR, LCG) over 1959-1978 testing at conventional significance levels, a one-lag VAR specification is rejected in favor of a two-lag, a two-lag is not rejected in favor of a three-or four-lag; the same is true for the series Yt = (LSR, LCG). Various descriptive statistics computed from two-lag VAR residuals for yt = (LBR, LCG) and yt = (LSR, LCG) are displayed in Table I . There are departures from a Gaussian VAR specification as indicated by the significant Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics. Normal (or Q-Q) plots of these residuals indicate that consumption growth VAR residuals have In this section, and in Section 5, this minimization was carried out using NPSOL from the Stanford Systems Optimization Laboratory (Gill, Murray, Saunders, and Wright (1983)).2 NPSOL computes an unconstrained optimum, or a linearly constrained optimum, by minimizing successive quasi-Newton quadratic approximations to the objective function using a quadratic programming routine to find downhill directions; NPSOL computes a nonlinearly constrained optimum by substituting an augmented Lagrangian function for the objective function. We have found that proper scaling is essential in computations to avoid cases where extremely large or small values of the polynomial part of the conditional density are required to compensate for extremely small or large values of the exponential part. Specifically, the computations reported below are based on the transformed data The heterogeneity implied by these significant test statistics can be assessed graphically using plots of which Figure 1 at the center-suggest nonlinearities in excess of that which can be accounted for by conditional heteroskedasticity because the shape of the contours is not elliptical and depends on xt-1. The shape variation could be due to sampling variation or it could be due to significant nonlinearities in the data over and above conditional heteroskedasticity. What is important is that if such nonlinearities are present, our method can accommodate them.
Above the contour plot in Figure 1 are plots of slices taken through the mode of h(y Ixt_l, 0); over plotted for comparison is a similar slice through the mode of a two-lag VAR conditional density. Figure 1 , and plots at other points, indicate that SNP conditional location and scale estimates can differ substantially from VAR location and scale estimates. They also indicate that, for these data, estimates at a saturation ratio of about 10 observations per parameter are relatively free of oscillation due to instability in the polynomial part of the model although some deterioration in the tails is observed.
If one tries to move to a more liberally parameterized model, say an SNP (2, 3,1) specification with a saturation ratio of 7.6 observations pelr parameter in the 1959-1978 data set, this oscillation becomes more severe as seen in Figure 2 . However, if one fits the same SNP (2,3,1) specification to the 1959-1984 data set, the saturation ratio is once again about 10 and the oscillation disappears as seen in Figure 3 . Also, as one might expect from the discussion in Section 2, estimates of the tails improve as the number of observations increases with the saturation ratio held constant.
We also examined shape and tail behavior by looking at plots of slices, normalized to integrate to one, through the mode of h (y I xt_1, 0) (as estimated in the 1959-1984 data set using an SNP (2,3,1) specification, at xt_i = (Y1965.0o9 Y1965.10), (Y1972.04, Y1972.05), and (Y1973.07' Y1973.08)) and comparing them to plots of a Gaussian density with the same mode and variance. A conditional dependence of shape and tail behavior on the past was observed. Again, this could be due to sampling variation or it could be due to significant nonlinearities in the data over and above conditional heteroskedasticity. As a result of this specification search, we prefer specifications at a saturation ratio of about ten, the best, in our opinion, being an SNP (2,2, 1) for M = 2 in the 1959-1978 data set, an SNP (2, 3,1) for M = 2 in the 1959-1984 data set, and an SNP (2, 2,1) for M = 3 in the 1959-1984 data set. These fits, together with a few others for comparison, are displayed in Table III .
In Section 5 we find that the bivariate (LBR, LCG) series can discriminate sharply between alternative specifications of utility whereas (LSR, LCG) series cannot. To help determine why, we computed the first and second conditional moments of the SNP (2,2,1), M = 3, specification as estimated from the 1959-1984 data set for each of the 307 observations in the data set. We found that the coefficient of variation over the 307 observations for any moment involving LSR was higher than the corresponding moment for LBR, ranging from 35% higher for the conditional covariance with LCG to 201% higher for the conditional mean. Also, the conditional mean of LSR, averaged over the 307 observations, was 282% larger than for LBR. As to the pattern of conditional correlations, the conditional correlation of LBR and LSR with LCG, averaged, was nearly the same (0.21) but the conditional correlation between LSR and LBR was nearly zero. Of the characteristics of the SNP fits that we examined, these seem to be the main differences and might account for the differences observed in Section 5. hand, exhibits upward secular drift and is not stationary in levels, although it is reasonably taken as stationary in growth rates. Some device is therefore needed to re-express the Euler equations in such a way that they only depend upon stationary variables. Our strategy is the natural extension of the one utilized by Singleton (1982, 1983 ) and Mehra and Prescott (1985) . Specifically, we assume that the subutility function u(.) is a linear transformation of a function that is homogeneous of degree 1 -y, y E R, and proceed as follows. This assumption about u(.) implies that its partial derivatives are homogenous of degree -y; thus, Au is likewise homogeneous of degree -y. The assumption of a homogeneous utility function is more than enough to ensure that Gorman's (1953) conditions (see also Barnett, 1981 , Appendix B) for cross-sectional aggregation are satisfied for a standard static demand problem, as what is required is that the utility function be an affine translation of a homothetic function. Under a complete contingent markets assumption, however, there is no logical difference between the static demand problem and our intertemporal problem, save for some technical difficulties arising from an infinite dimensional commodity space (Eichenbaum, Hansen, and Richard (1984)). One can expect, then, that under complete markets and further regularity conditions, preferences such as ours will aggregate in the sense of Gorman and a fictitious representative consumer will exist. In particular, it seems likely that there are sufficient conditions under which the economy evolves to a stochastic steady state where consumption/wealth ratios are the same across agents, though exploring this conjecture is well beyond the scope of this paper. There is one integral condition for each observed asset and each one must hold identically in the conditioning variable x.
Restrictions as Integrals
Note that here we are pricing one-period securities, though multi-period conditional moment restrictions arise because of nonseparable utility. In other applications, for example, term structure problems and pricing pure discount securities, multi-period conditional moment restrictions will arise even with additively separable utility.
The Utility Function
Following Gallant (1982) we employ a seminonparametric strategy for estimation of the subutility function u(s). By assumption, the function u(s) is a linear transformation of a function that is homogenous of degree 1 --y in J + 1 arguments. We can thus characterize it as linear transformation of the product of two functions, one which is a function of one argument and is homogenous of degree 1 --y, while the other is a function that is homogeneous of degree zero.
We then expand the second function in a multivariate polynomial series, which in estimation is truncated at a degree determined empirically. One potential drawback from introducing as much flexibility as we do is that the implied intertemporal utility function need not be globally regular, that is, have everywhere positive marginal utilities and be everywhere concave for each finite Ku. This difficulty is inherent in most work with flexible functional forms, since, among other things, regularity restrictions typically entail inequality constraints which create difficulties of inference using classical estimation procedures.
Numerical Methods for Imposing Conditional Moment Restrictions
Recall from Subsection 4.3 that the conditional moment restrictions generated by the I-CAPM model require that certain integrals must vanish, where the integrals are taken against the J + 1 step-ahead conditional density of the observed data:
g1(x, y*)h*(y*Ix) dy* = 0.
Here y* is of length M(J + 1), x is of length M-max(J, L), and hj (yIx) is the J-step ahead density generated by the one-step true density of the data, h (y I x).
There is one integral condition for each observed asset 1 = 1, 2,. . ., Ma.
After replacement of the theoretical conditional density and the utility function by their parametric approximants, then the conditional moment restrictions become parametric restrictions, obtained in the following way. Let h K( y I x, 01) denote the parametric SNP model for the one-step density where 91 contains all of the parameters of the law of motion. Denote by h i j(y* Ix, 01) the J + 1 step ahead density generated by hK(y Ix, 01). The J + 1 step density is obtained from the one step density by forming the appropriate products of the one step density. Now let 02 where K* is the number of Xk in the determining set and, as before, Ma is the number of assets in the observed vector. If the functions T,(x, 6) are sufficiently smooth in x and 6 and if the lattice is fine enough so that K*Ma exceeds the length of 6, then this has to impose all of the restrictions; we find in estimation that much courser lattices suffice. We find that this scheme of evaluating the conditional moment restrictions on a determining set does effectively impose the restrictions on the estimation; in fact, in one sense it does too much, as many of the parametric restrictions turn out to be redundant. One can see intuitively why there has to be redundancies among the restrictions by thinking about what would happen if one employed our evaluation scheme to impose the restrictions of a linear rational expectations model. (We do not recommend actually doing this for linear models.) To be concrete, suppose the model dictates that the coefficients of three lags of a variable must vanish, and these three coefficients are possibly nonlinear functions of many more deep parameters. There are only three effective constraints on the deep parameters, but if one imposes the constraints by restricting the function T to vanish at 50 distinct points in RI, then 47 restrictions will be redundant.
Mathematically speaking, the redundancy is irrelevant, though in practice it creates some difficulties for us in that the software we use for optimization cannot readily accommodate a Jacobian matrix with linearly dependent rows. We have no direct way of determining analytically which restrictions are redundant, and so we employ numerical methods to reduce the dimensionality of the restrictions and thereby achieve numerical stability in the optimization. Specifically, we stack the restrictions into a vector T(O) of length K*Ma, find a matrix X0' with r* orthonormal rows such that the Jacobian of 38AT(6) has rank r*, and impose the r* constraints X'OT(O) = 0 on the estimation. These methods are described in more detail in the Appendix.
CONDITIONAL MOMENT RESTRICTIONS FROM ASSET PRICING: EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this section, the seminonparametric specifications of the law of motion identified as reasonable in Section 3 are re-estimated subject to the conditional moment restrictions derived in the previous section. Table IV contains a summary of the results of the estimation. Below, we first give a description of the reporting style used in the table and then give a summary of our findings.
The first column of Table IV contains keys used to reference the rows of Table IV throughout the discussion; a key uniquely identifies the specification of the law of motion, the specification of the utility function, and the data set used in Table IV One apparent conclusion from Table IV is that the stock returns series alone does not have a lot of discriminatory power. In row (c), the estimate of the subjective discount factor 8 is less than unity, but the estimate of the curvature parameter y is imprecise and lies outside the region where utility is concave. The constant discount factor model (risk neutral asset pricing) for stock returns is acceptable at conventional significance levels, row (b). This model is acceptable when tested as a restriction of the law of motion, row (b) versus row (a), and as a restriction on the CRR utility model, row (b) versus row (c).
The T-bill returns series, on the other hand, has considerably more discriminatory power. The constant discount factor model is strongly rejected for T-bills in the 1959-78 period, row (e), and in the 1959-84 period, row (k). It is also rejected for the joint estimation with T-bill returns and stock returns over the 1959-84 period, row (q). For estimations including T-bills, 8 tends to exceed unity, though not significantly so in most cases, and y is generally positive, which is consistent with the pattern discussed by Singleton (1989) . The estimations reveal reasonably convincing evidence against the CRR specification of utility, as indicated by the p-values in rows (f), (1), and (r), for the direct tests of the CRR restrictions on the law of motion and the tests that at least one lagged term is needed in our seminonparametric specification of utility. This evidence against the CRR specification complements that presented by Hansen and Singleton With J = 1, the test for a linear versus a quartic specification for the polynomial reveals virtually no evidence in favor of the more complex specification, rows (g) versus (h), (m) versus (n), (s) versus (t). A quartic was chosen since it was the highest degree that proved computationally feasible and could be expected to provide an excellent approximation to functions such as (1+ act 1/ct)(1-7), which is the adjustment for nonseparability implied by the utility function used in Dunn and Singleton (1986) and Eichenbaum and Hansen (1989) . In additional work (not reported in the table) we made an effort to explore more fully the likelihood surface as the degree of the polynomial varies. The computations were expensive, and we did encounter some difficulties with obtaining convergence of the constrained optimization algorithm, which suggests that the data do not discriminate all that well among different functional forms for the nonseparability. In the end, though, this effort did not uncover any further evidence in favor of a more complex specification beyond the linear polynomial. On this basis, and since the tests of the overidentifying restrictions implied by the linear polynomial reveal little evidence against it (see the p-values under Model in rows (g), (m), and (s)), we choose the linear adjustment model as the preferred model from within our nested family of models.
The preceding analysis of the fits obtained using both the CRR and the SNP utility specifications made extensive use of the x2 test of the overidentifying restrictions. The x2 test is an omnibus test of specification that provides an indication of whether a particular utility specification is consistent with the data. It does not, however, provide much insight about the dimensions along which the utility models do or do not do well in fitting the data. It is of particular interest, then, to explore and characterize the manner in which imposition of the restrictions distorts the law of motion of the data.
We computed the conditional means and variances at each data point using both the unrestricted and restricted laws of motion. This was done for all of the various specifications of utility reported in Table IV For all three estimations the marginal utilities are almost always of the right sign. The Hessian also almost always has the correct definiteness properties, except for the row (m) estimation which has been seen to yield point estimates somewhat out of line relative to the other two. With the exception of that estimation, the utility function has the correct curvature properties.
CONCLUSION
We close with a summary of our empirical findings. We can say first, and rather emphatically, that for the version of intertemporal asset pricing model with a strictly Gaussian law of motion and time separable utility, both maintained assumptions are wrong. The fact that the law of motion is misspecified is clear from Section 3 above, where we find that SNP models for consumption growth and real asset returns display substantial conditional heterogeneity. Misspecification of the law of motion, though, is not the source of the rejections of this model that were obtained by Hansen and Singleton (1983) using maximum likelihood methods under Gaussian assumptions, but rather it is misspecification of the utility function. The fact that a time separable utility function is misspecified is perhaps implicit in the findings of other work using GMM estimation and CRR utility. However, here we pin the conclusion down by actually estimating the SNP law of motion subject to the restrictions from CRR utility and we uncover evidence against the model. In particular, imposition of the restrictions from CRR utility forces the law of motion to overpredict the conditional variance of consumption growth and the conditional covariance of consumption growth with asset returns. Our findings indicate that one can expect a low payoff on effort directed towards specification and estimation of asset pricing models that take into account complicated higher order dynamics, for example, the multivariate ARCH effects described in Grossman, Melino, and Shiller (1987) and Bollerslev, Engle, and Wooldridge (1988), unless the restrictive assumption of time separable utility is relaxed as well.
Second, taking our results together with those of Dunn and Singleton (1986) and Eichenbaum and Hansen (1989) indicates that the source of the intertemporal nonseparability is not habit persistence or adjustment costs, but rather it is the "temporary" or "local" durability of nondurable consumption that gives rise to the nonseparability. On this issue we get similar qualitative results, but with entirely different functional forms and estimation strategies.
Third, although we ignore durable goods in the analysis, we are generally able to find qualitatively reasonable and quite parsimonious seminonparametric specifications for utility that fit the data, in the sense that the test statistics on the overidentifying restrictions are not rejected. This finding is supportive of the conclusions of Eichenbaum and Hansen (1989) , whose work suggests that ignoring durable goods does not seem to represent serious misspecification.
Finally, while the data are unable to resolve the quantitative characteristics of the intertemporal utility function to the degree of precision one might hope for, we are still very encouraged by our experience using SNP techniques for both the law of motion and the utility function. The methods are reasonably practicable and generally give sensible looking results. One extension that could increase precision is to work out a way to follow up on Barnett and Yue (1987) by employing series expansions that always restrict the approximating utility function to be globally concave while keeping the task of making statistical inference manageable. More fundamentally, though, our view is that additional precision can only come from using more assets and data spanning longer time periods with richer historical variation. (We have in mind expanded versions of the long-term data sets employed by Grossman, Melino, and Shiller (1987) and Muoio (1988) .) Using such data will entail working out some very difficult problems concerning strategies for controlling dimensionality of parameter spaces and the temporal aggregation of both SNP time series models and nonseparable utility models. To implement this reduction in the number of restrictions we need some means of determining the effective number of restrictions r* at the optimum, so that we know how many rows of 3X to use in forming VO. This is very close to the problem of numerical determination of the rank of a matrix, which is inherently inexact, and is complicated by the fact that we don't know where the optimum is until it is computed.
One estimate of r* is the number of elements along the diagonal edge of U that exceed machine precision, with the Jacobian f(dO) computed at the start value for 0. Call this number ro. Given this putative value ro for r* we can perform a constrained estimation, i.e., maximize the likelihood subject to the restriction .)/f( 0) = 0, where as before X0 is the first ro rows of Xk computed from f( O). This gives an estimate #1.
A second estimate of r* can be obtained by examining the rank of the bordered information matrix at O1; this is the matrix that has to be inverted to obtain standard errors. The bordered information matrix is E 0 O where J(01) is the sample information matrix at O1, which is computed from the outer product of the gradients while E is a 2 x po matrix that is present because of additional constraints due to the normalizations. The rows of E are unit vectors (that is, have all zeros except for a single one) that reflect the normalizations that the leading term of the density polynomial and the leading term of the utility function polynomial are set to unity; for those estimations reported below where the constraint y = 0 is imposed, then E has an additional row reflecting that constraint as well. The upper left piece of the inverse of the bordered information at the constrained optimum is the natural estimate of the covariance matrix of 0 at a constrained optimum. (See Silvey (1978, Section 4.7)i we use the sample information matrix as the estimate of minus the Hessian.) The computed value 01 may not have yet converged to the constrained optimum, though the rank deficiency provides a second means to calculate an estimate of r*. That is, ro should be reduced by an amount equal to the extent to which the bordered information matrix is not of full rank.
The constrained estimation proceeds iteratively. From a starting estimate 00, determine X0, minimize sn(0) subject to 380X(0) = 0 to get 01, recompute X0 and so on, save that at some point in the iterations the number of leading rows from 3' that will be chosen to make up X0 are fixed once and for all. Actually, the computations are remarkably robust to the number of rows that are chosen and, upon termination, the entire vector T(6) will have been put to near zero. Various choices of number of rows for X0 affects how near zero T(O) will be upon termination and the stability of the NPSOL algorithm. No statistically significant digits of parameter estimates are much affected. In this discussion, bear in mind that 380X(&) is always put to zero within a tolerance of 10-13 typically and 10-9 at worst; this will imply that T(O) is zero to within a tolerance of 10-8 typically and 10-4 at worst. Of the two rank tests, the test on the bordered information matrix is the more sensitive.
We did find that within a class of similar problems the number of rows that ought be in VO is not constant. This presents a problem as we wish to compare likelihoods and variation in the number of rows in X0 would cast doubt on these comparisons. Going to the minimal X0 within a class is too drastic a step and casts doubt on the claim that the minimization of sn(0) subject to T(0) = 0 has actually been carried out. We addressed this difficulty by imposing the median number of constraints within a class. This causes the bordered information matrix to be less than full rank in some instances. As we need to invert it to compute standard errors, we addressed this problem by using the Moore-Penrose g-inverse computed via the Singular Value Decomposition (Kennedy and Gentle (1980, p. 285)). The approach was successful. Computed standard errors vary little with variation in the number of rows in XO. The chief effect was the precision with which the standard errors of the two polynomial coefficients which had been pegged at one were computed; they ought to be zero exactly.
